The Minister of Posts and Telecommunications

To

- The Chief Executive Officer of ICANN
  Phone: +1 310 301 5800  Fax: +1 310 823 8649
- The Chairman of GAC
  E-mail: gacsec@icann.org

Dear Sirs,

With reference to my correspondence attached, relative to the above mentioned subject,

I have the honor to transmit herewith the names of officials who will represent Cameroon in the Government Advisory Committee (GAC) and the Country Code Names Supporting Organization (ccNSO).

Government Advisory Committee

- NGAE Dénis (Entity: MINPOSTEL Position: Director of ICT Access Networks and Infrastructures Department Tél: +23793066376 E-mail: denis.ngae@tics.itu.int);
- NSONGAN ETUNG Joseph (Entity: MINPOSTEL Position: Inspector n°1 in charge of Technicals Aspects Tél: +23793066399 E-mail: etung_joseph@yahoo.fr);
- NGUELE Paul Alain (Entity: MINPOSTEL Position: Chief of Computer Unit Tél: +23722004116);

Country Code Names Supporting Organization

- Dr Enaw EBOT EBOT, General Manager of the National Agency for ICT

Yours Sincerely,

Copy: GM/ANTIC
Enclosure: 01